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Abstract

Collective motion in 3D and hysteresis

Jinha Park

Many animal groups in nature exhibit collective motion, such as bird flocks and fish
schools. The group's internal motion is complex and dynamic, but the group moves
cohesively in the same direction. The mechanism behind this collective motion has
been studied with various ways. Mathematical modeling provides powerful tools to
study this. In particular, individual based, self-propelled particle (SPP) models are
among the most popular. Several SPP models have been developed using different
local interaction rules between each individual and its neighbours. Among them, the
local attraction model is one of the simplest using only attraction as social force. This
model is particularly interesting because it can produce a figure of eight pattern in
two dimensional space. By studying the local attraction model, I investigate the
hysteresis properties in simulated collective motions. I also extend the model to three
dimensional space by including additional global attraction forces. In the three
dimensional local attraction model, I find an analog of the figure of eight found in the
two dimensional model as well as other types of internal dynamics. This present study
demonstrates the importance of attraction as a social force and the usefulness of the
local attraction model in describing collective motion both in two and three
dimensions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Many animal groups such as fish schools and bird flocks have a collective
motion. They move together to the same direction with various, but highly
cohesive shape. They change together their moving direction smoothly in a
short time. When they face an unexpected obstacle, these animals change
the direction without any collision from the very first of the group to the
end, almost at the same time. However when human are crowded in a space,
human frequently make a mass and bump against each other. What is a spe-
cific characteristic of these animal flocks making such a difference between the
animal flock and human? How can they send, receive and integrate various
information from each individual and produce the smart movement with dy-
namic patterns? These questions have attracted many researchers and they
have been studied in diverse ways with different approaches. Individual-based
collective motion modeling by computer simulation is one of important kinds
of study to investigate the complex collective motion of animal groups.

One of the recently popular tools to describe animal flocking motion is
self-propelled particle (SPP) model. The basic idea of the SPP model is that
animal’s movement generates complex patterns by the interaction between
each individual and its neighbours. The SPP model implements local inter-
action rule. It determines position and moving-direction of each individual.
Diverse SPP models have been developed by applying different set of local
interaction rules. I focus on local attraction model that is one of the most
simple but robust SPP models.

In this thesis, I present my study on the local attraction model to explain
diverse collective motion. In next chapter, I review various SPP models with
different local interaction rules. Typical behaviour patterns generated by
these SPP models are also introduced. In chapter 3, I present simulation
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results using the local attraction model to find various patterns of group mo-
tion in detail. In chapter 4, hysteresis phenomenon observed by this model is
discussed. Finally, the investigation of the local attraction model extended
into three dimensional space will be introduced in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2

Self-propelled particle models

The idea of this SPP model was suggested by a number of authors (Aoki
1982; Okubo 1986; Huth and Wissel 1991). However the term ’self-propelled
particle’ (SPP) was first introduced by Vicsek (1995). The SPP model has
been updated by changing local interaction rules in one or higher dimensions
(Czirók et al. 1997; Czirók and Vicsek 2000; Couzin et al. 2002; Strömbom
2011). Typically the interaction rules include repulsion (maintaining minimal
distance to neighbours to avoid colliding with others), attraction (decreasing
distance to make a group) and orientation (heading the same direction with
neighbours) within a certain range.

2.1 Vicsek model

Vicsek (1995) performed simulation on square domain with periodic bound-
ary condition. He investigated animal flock’s collective motions, such as clus-
tering, transport, and phase transition in noisy environments. He included
only the orientation in the local interaction rule. The moving-direction was
determined by the average direction of neighbours within a predetermined
radius with some random noise, while the absolute velocity of individual
keeps constant.

On different conditions of particle density and intensity of random noise,
he showed four behaviour patterns. 1) randomly distributed positions and
directions, 2) generation of small groups with coherent movement without
global pattern when small density and noise, 3) random movement with some
correlation at a higher density and noise, 4) the movement of whole particles
as a single coherent group with higher density and small noise. However,
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alignment is not the only force at work within animal groups, animals are
also attracted to each other and repulsed at near distances.

2.2 Couzin model

Couzin et al. (2002) proposed a more realistic model including three terms,
repulsion, attraction and orientation, in the local interaction rules. Each term
has its own spherical radius of interaction zone. The attraction zone has the
largest range and the lowest priority, and the repulsion has the smallest range
and the highest priority. The orientation has an intermediate range and pri-
ority. They also introduced ’blind zone’, an undetectable area behind each
individual. It makes the model biologically more realistic. They identified
various behaviour patterns as the range of each term in the local interaction
rule was changed. They include swarm, torus, dynamic parallel group and
highly parallel group.

If the orientation zone was non-existing or very small, they observed the
swarm pattern. It had an aggregated formation, but a low alignment if the
attraction was relatively large. As the orientation zone was increased, the
pattern was transformed into the torus. In the torus, individuals rotate
perpetually around the center of mass of the neighbouring particles if the
attraction zone was still relatively large. Such motion is observed in nat-
ural school of fish (Parrish and Edelstein-keshet 1999). As the orientation
zone was increased further, the dynamic parallel group was formed if the
attraction zone was relatively large or intermediate. As the orientation zone
was increased largest, the highly parallel group was observed with the same
attraction-zone condition with the dynamic parallel group. The last two
groups can change its spacial positions. In general, higher orientation zone
makes higher level of alignment.

2.2.1 Hysteresis

Couzin et al. (2002) also reported a hysteresis phenomenon in the transition
of behaviour patterns. The term hysteresis in biology means that a mem-
ory in previous events influences the behaviour in subsequent events. They
showed that transition between behaviour patterns is affected by previous
pattern of a group. As the range of orientation zone was increased, indi-
viduals aggregated to generate three behaviour patterns, swarm, torus, and
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dynamic parallel group. On the other hand, as the range of orientation zone
was decreased back, the dynamic parallel group continued to stay for a while.
This dynamic parallel group pattern was transformed into the swarm when
the range of orientation was near one. The intermediate torus pattern was
bypassed.

2.3 Local attraction model

A number of biologists have suggested that not all animal species displaying
collective motion use orientation in navigating (Buhl et al. 2006; Partridge
and Pitcher 1980). Therefore, the orientation rules in previous SPP models
may not be an essential factor describing collective animal motion. Strömbom
(2011) introduced the local attraction model that includes only an attraction
between individuals in the local interaction rule.

The local attraction model is simple, but generates interesting patterns.
The model shows that patterns shown in previous studies can be generated
just by changing the relative strength of attraction and directional inertia of
individuals (Strömbom 2011). For example, the dynamic parallel pattern can
be generated when individuals have relatively low attraction to the neigh-
bouring particle’s center of mass to directional inertia. As relative strength of
attraction to directional inertia was increased, the mill and swarm appeared
successively. Furthermore, by adding a blind zone, a set of oriented dynamic
patterns called rotating chains was produced. Some of these patterns had
not observed in other SPP models.

The rotating chains are oriented patterns and some have self-intersections.
The number of the self-intersections ranged from zero to two as the strength
of directional inertia varies. In particular, the pattern with single self-
intersection is most noticeable. Since it is very stable and the group moves
linearly in one direction while the particles are going around on a figure of
eight type shape. Details of the local attraction model are explained in Chap-
ter 3.
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Chapter 3

Local attraction model in 2D

3.1 The model

In two dimension, simulation was performed in L × L space with periodic
boundary conditions. The N individuals (i = 1, 2, ..., N) were represented
by points moving in the plane. Each particle interacts with its neighbours
within the interaction radius R. The total time is partitioned into discrete
time steps t. The vectors Pi,t and Di,t denote the position and direction of
the ith particle at time t. The only social interaction in the model is the
attraction to the center of mass of the neighbouring particles. The normal-
ized direction to the center of mass of the neighbouring particles and the
particle’s previous direction is denoted by Ĉi,t and D̂i,t, respectively.

At each time step t, the direction of all individual is updated as follows.

Di,t+1 = dD̂i,t + cĈi,t + eε̂i,t, (3.1)

which is then normalized to unit vector D̂i,t+1. The corresponding new posi-
tion is calculated by

Pi,t+1 = Pi,t + δ(1 + ζi,t)D̂i,t+1, (3.2)

where d, c, e and δ are non-negative constants indicating the relative
strength of the forces acting on a particle. d is the relative strength of
directional inertia of an individual. c is the relative strength of attraction to
the center of mass of the neighbouring particles. e is the relative strength of
the angular noise. δ is the displacement per time step. ε is the directional
noise given a random vector in the range between [cos θi,t, sin θi,t], where θi,t
is drawn from the standard normal distribution. Another error is speed noise
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denoted by ζ, which is taken from a uniform distribution with range [0, η].

Figure 3.1: Schematic illustration of the blind angle, β and blind zone in
two dimensional model. The attraction zone of a particle, A, is a sphere
with radius R. The blind zone of A is located at the opposite to the moving
direction (shown as the arrow) with angle β.

In two dimensions, the interaction zone of a particle is a circle with radius
R except for an area behind it. See figure 3.1. This area is where a parti-
cle can not detect its neighbours. The β is opposite to moving direction.
A particle i at position Pi with normalized direction D̂i interacts with its
neighbouring particles except for a particle j at position Pj if

∣∣∣∣arccos(PiPj · D̂i

|PiPj|
)
∣∣∣∣ < β

2

The updating is simultaneous. That is, each particle changes its new di-
rection using neighbour’s positions at time t and then all particles are moved
simultaneously.

The degree of alignment of all particles is calculated to analyse collective
motions and the hysteresis in transition between behaviour patterns. The
α value ranges from 0 to 1. The higher α value represents higher degree of
alignment. The α value is calculated by,
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α =
1

N

√√√√√( N∑
i=1

cos θi

)2

+
( N∑

i=1

sin θi

)2

(3.3)

where θi is the directional angle of particle i.

3.2 Simulation results

In the local attraction model, the only social force is attraction to the center
of mass of the neighbouring particles. An other ingredient is the directional
inertia, a tendency of each particle to move according to its own previous
direction. In the error-free (ε = 0, η = 0) and no blind angle (β = 0) case, I
identified collective behaviour patterns with various attraction to the center
of mass of the neighbouring particles (c) and directional inertia (d). The
ratio of c and d required for mill formation was calculated by (Strömbom
2011) √

R

2(R + δ)
≤ d

c
≤ R

2δ
(3.4)

As the ratio of c and d varies, I observed three behaviour patterns. Swarm,
undirected mill and cohesively moving aligned group.

Swarm : a group with low alignment. Particles in a group head to the
center of mass of the neighbouring particles. This group is not very mobile.
This pattern was observed when the ratio of c and d was less than left hand
side of equation 3.4 (Figure 3.2a).
Undirected mill : a torus group with very low alignment. In this group, all
particles are rotating in a circular path within a fixed space. This occurred
when the ratio of c and d satisfies the condition of equation 3.4 (Figure 3.2b).
Cohesively moving aligned group : a cohesively moving aligned group with
high alignment. Particles in these groups move in the same direction. This
occurred when the ratio of c and d was bigger than the right hand side of
equation 3.4 (Figure 3.2c).

When a blind zone was introduced, new behaviour patterns were ob-
served. The undirected mill was generally replaced by a directed mill. Like
the undirected mill it has low degree of alignment (Figure 3.3a and Figure
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 3.2: Three different behaviour patterns were observed in error-free
and no blind angle case. (a) swarm (d = 1, c = 3), (b) undirected mill (d = 1,
c = 1) and (c) moving aligned group (d = 5, c = 1). The other parameters
were L = 10, N = 100, R = 5, δ = 0.5, ε = 0, η = 0 and β = 0 in all cases.
The figure was obtained from Strömbom (2011).
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Figure 3.3: The undirected mill pattern was transformed into the directed
mill and the rotating chain patterns, when noise (angular and speed) and blind
angle condition were introduced. (a) directed mill (d = 1, c = 3), (b) rotating
chain with zero self-intersection (d = 2.6, c = 1) and (c) rotating chain with
one self-intersection (d = 3.2, c = 1) and (d) rotating chain with two self-
intersections (d = 3, c = 1). The other parameters were L = 40, N = 100,
R = 4, δ = 0.5, ε = 0.2, η = 0.5 and β = 2 in all cases. The figure was
obtained from Strömbom (2011).
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Figure 3.4: Alignment values of different behaviour pattern were calculated
in the presence of noise (both angular and speed) and blind angle. d was
incrementally increased from 0 to 4 by 0.1. The color bar represents the
appearance rate. The alignment value was calculated by averaging last 1000
steps after 10000 steps. For each d value, independent 100 times of simulation
were performed. The other parameters were L = 40, N = 100, R = 4, δ = 0.5,
ε = 0.2, η = 0.5 and β = 2. (a) several typical dynamic groups, (b) directed
mill, (c) rotating chain with one self-intersection, (d) rotating chain with no
self-intersection, (e) rotating chain with two self-intersection and (f) no group.
The figure was obtained from Strömbom (2011).
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3.4b). However they transformed frequently to rotating chains that con-
tain proper self-intersections by the number of zero (Figure 3.3b and Figure
3.4d), one (Figure 3.3c and Figure 3.4c), or two (Figure 3.3d, Figure 3.4e).
The rotating chains with zero or two self-intersections are not mobile. On
the other hand, those with one self-intersection move toward one direction
while internally rotating. It tends to have a stable shape with intermediate
alignment. This pattern was termed the ’figure of eight’ in Strömbom (2011).
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Chapter 4

Hysteresis phenomenon

I performed simulations in order to investigate the hysteresis phenomenon.
The strength of attraction to the center of mass of the neighbouring particles
(c) was changed to observe the transition of behaviour patterns. The degree
of alignment was calculated numerically to describe each behaviour pattern.

I simulated the hysteresis with two different degrees of speed noise η, 0.2
and 0.5. In each case, 100 independent replicates of the simulation were per-
formed.

First, I performed the simulation with lower speed noise (η = 0.2). The
value for the attraction to the center of mass of the neighbouring particles (c)
was increased gradually from 0 to 6. Individuals were distributed randomly
at c = 0. As the c value increased, the individuals started aggregating to form
a swarm. When the c value was 0.5, the pattern was quickly changed to a
mill pattern and it was observed if the c value was increased up to 3.5. When
the c value was higher than 3.5, the pattern was transformed to a cohesively
moving aligned group (Figure 4.1a). Very few replicates maintained their
mill pattern, depending on the random initial condition for each simulation.
Then, the c value was decreased back from 6 to 0. If the initial pattern was
the cohesively moving aligned group, the pattern remained unchanged until
the c value was higher than 1. When the c value was decreased to around
1, the pattern was transformed to the mill. When the c value was lower to
0.4, the mill pattern was changed to swarm. Then the group was dissolved
quickly (Figure 4.1b). This result demonstrates that the collective behaviour
pattern is affected by its past history, hysteresis.

Secondly, I changed the speed noise η to 0.5 with the same condition
for c value with previous. As the c value was increased, individuals form a
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.1: Hysteresis in behaviour patterns shown from various c value and
alignment. The alignment values were calculated from different c values, in-
creased from 0 to 6 by 0.0005 followed by decreasing from 6 to 0 by 0.0005. 100
independent simulations were performed. The appearance rate was depicted
by color bar. The simulations were carried out with two different speed noises:
(a),(b) ζ = 0.2 and (c),(d) ζ = 0.5. (a) and (c) are the forward direction (in-
creasing c value) and (b) and (d) are the backward direction (decreasing c
value).
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swarm. When c was between 0.5 and 3.5, a mill pattern was observed. If c
was increased over 3.5, the pattern was transformed into a cohesively moving
aligned group, as observed previously when the value η equals to 0.2 (Figure
4.1c). When the c value was decreased back from 6 to 2 (Figure 4.1d), the
pattern maintained the cohesively moving aligned group. However, when the
c value was lower than 2, the pattern was transformed into the mill pattern.
Interestingly, the figure of eight pattern in the local attraction model was also
observed in some simulations. These mill and figure of eight patterns kept
stable when the c value was decreased, as long as c value is higher than 0.4.
These results show that the degree of speed noise influences the hysteresis-
based transition of the behaviour patterns.
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Chapter 5

Local attraction model in 3D

5.1 The model

In order to perform simulations in three dimensional space, I made alter-
ations to the model. The most significant difference is the addition of a
new social force, a global attraction term. The force is relative weak com-
pare to the other forces. However, it is strong enough to keep the particles
together without using periodic boundary conditions. I designed two three
dimensional models with new weak global attraction terms. One of them
has a global attraction to the origin (i.e. (0, 0, 0)) in the model space. The
weighted attraction to the origin is added to the calculation of the new di-
rection, as follows.

Di,t+1 = dD̂i,t + cĈi,t + eε̂i,t − oP̂i,t (5.1)

where o is a non-negative constant, the weak strength of the force that
attracts particles to the origin axis in the space.

The other three dimensional model has a new attraction force, the at-
traction to the global center of mass. Thus, the particle’s moving direction
is changed by,

Di,t+1 = dD̂i,t + cĈi,t + eε̂i,t +mĈP i,t (5.2)

where the constant m is non-negative value representing the strength of
the attraction to the global center of mass. ĈP i,t indicates normalized direc-
tion of the global center of mass.

In particular, the blind zone is bounded as a cone with interior angle β
in these three dimensional models (Figure 5.1). A particle i at position Pi
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with normalized direction D̂i can not perceive its neighbouring particle j at
position Pj if

∣∣∣∣arccos(PiPj · D̂i

|PiPj|
)
∣∣∣∣ < β

2

Figure 5.1: Schematic illustration of the blind angle, β and blind zone in
three dimensional model. The attraction zone of a particle, A, is a sphere
with radius R. The blind zone of A is located at the opposite to the moving
direction (shown the arrow), and is a cone with top angle β.

5.2 Global attraction to the origin

In the first simulation with the global attraction to the origin, I observed var-
ious behaviour patterns by varying relative strength between the attraction
to the center of mass of the neighbouring particles and a particle’s directional
inertia, as described below.

In the presence of noise and blind angle, a swarm pattern was observed
when d was 0 and c was 1 (Figure 5.2a). The particles in a swarm moved
around the origin. As the proportion of d to c was increased up to 3, the
swarm pattern was broken and changed into a torus pattern (Figure 5.2b).
In this pattern, particles rotated around a empty circle in the center. The
radius of this torus was increased as d/c value gets higher within this range.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.2: In three dimensional simulation with the global attraction to the
origin (o = 0.015), three different stable behaviour patterns were produced by
varying d/c. Simulations were carried out in the presence of noise and blind
angle. (a) swarm (d = 0, c = 1), (b) torus (d = 2.8, c = 1) and (c) rotating
chain (d = 3.2, c = 1). The other parameters were L = 5, N = 150, R = 4,
δ = 0.5,ε = 0.15, η = 0.25 and β = 2 in all cases.

However, when d/c was between 3.1 and 3.6, the particles generated two be-
haviour patterns. One of them is a stable rotating chain (Figure 5.2c). And
the other is cyclic transition between behaviour patterns (Figure 5.3).

The rotating chain observed in three dimensional space with the global
attraction to the origin does not have mobility, but rotates around a fixed
point. Interestingly, all the rotating chains were located on the periphery
of a maximised torus. In addition, the both ends of the rotating chain were
more closer to the origin than the middle. It makes the rotating chain curved
like a bow.

On the other hand, the cyclic transitions between several behaviour pat-
terns were also observed in the same conditions as the rotating chain above.
These patterns had no fixed stable formation. Instead, various patterns were
observed repeatedly with a cyclic manner even though parameter condition
was not changed. The cyclic transitions in this pattern have an order. First
particles made a swarm pattern with a ball shape (Figure 5.3a). It trans-
formed into a small torus (Figure 5.3b) and its radius was increased gradually
(Figure 5.3c). The torus group was twisted at one or two spots when the
size of the torus was in maximum (Figure 5.3d). And the group pattern was
dissolved (Figure 5.3e). Finally, the swarm pattern was followed, to start off
the next cycle. These cyclic transitions were observed continuously.
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Figure 5.3: The transition of behaviour patterns with the global attraction
to the origin. The all parameters in this simulation were d = 3.2, c = 1,
o = 0.015, L = 5, N = 120, R = 4, δ = 0.5,ε = 0.15, η = 0.25 and β = 2. The
order is clock-wise (a∼e).
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5.3 Attraction to the global center of mass

I performed the next simulation with the attraction to the global center of
mass. The strength of this attraction to the global center of mass was rel-
atively small (m = 0.16) and the blind angle was increased to β = 2.5. A
number of new dynamic moving patterns was observed given different pro-
portion of d to c values. Non-dynamic patterns were also observed in the
simulation. These patterns are described below.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 5.4: The behaviour patterns from the model with the attraction to
the global center of mass in three dimensional space. The strength of the
attraction to the global center of mass was fixed as m = 0.16. (a) dense short
line dynamics (d = 0.5, c = 1), (b) torus (d = 2.9, c = 1), (c) long line
dynamics (d = 3.1, c = 1), (d) rotating chain at a fixed position (d = 3.1,
c = 1) and (e) figure of eight (d = 3.1, c = 1). The other parameters were
L = 5, N = 120, R = 4, δ = 0.5, ε = 0.2, η = 0.5 and β = 2.5 in all cases.
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Dense short line dynamics : Particles move together in a short and dense
line. It was formed at low d and high c (Figure 5.4a).
Torus : Particles rotate around a empty circle in the center. The center of
the group is fixed in the vicinity of the origin(0, 0, 0). The radius of torus
increases as the d/c value gets higher. It was formed when d/c was between
1 and 2.9 (Figure 5.4b).
Long line dynamics : Particles make a single long line moving together in
various directions. It was formed at relative high d/c (3 ≤ d ≤ 3.5) (Figure
5.4c).
Rotating chain at a fixed position : A rotating chain without mobility. Par-
ticles in a group rotate around a fixed spatial position. This pattern was
observed when d/c ranged from 3 to 3.4. (Figure 5.4d).
Figure of eight : Particles make a rotating chain with one self-intersection
moving toward one direction on two dimensional subspace. It was observed
at the exactly same condition with the rotating chain at a fixed position
above (Figure 5.4e).

Figure 5.5: Schematic phase diagram of the proportion of replicates of be-
haviour patterns with the attraction to the global center of mass. The pro-
portion of d to c varied from 0.1 to 4. The attraction to the global center of
mass was fixed as m = 0.16. The other parameters were L = 5, N = 120,
R = 4, δ = 0.5,ε = 0.2, η = 0.5 and β = 2.5 in all cases. (a) dense short
line dynamics, (b) torus, (c) long line dynamics, (d) rotating chain at a fixed
position, (e) figure of eight and (f) no group.

Figure 5.5 shows a schematic diagram for the appearance percent of be-
haviour patterns by varying the ratio of d and c with the attraction to the
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global center of mass. I gradually increased the d/c value from 0.1 to 4, by
0.1 increment with 20 independent replicates. When d/c was lower than 0.5,
only the short line dynamics was observed (Figure 5.5a). And d/c was higher
than 0.5 but lower than 2.9, all replicates showed the torus pattern. However,
when d/c value was increased to 3.0, the proportion of replicates of the torus
dropped to 25 percent (Figure 5.5b). Instead, the other three behaviour pat-
terns were observed when d/c was between 3.0 and 3.4. One of them was the
long line dynamics, which is the most frequently observed behaviour pattern
when d/c value was higher than 2.9 (Figure 5.5c). If d/c = 3.0, 60 percent
was the long line dynamics. When d/c was increased to 3.1 or 3.2, this pro-
portion was increased to 70 percent. If the d/c value was increased to 3.3 and
3.4, 85 and 90 percent of replicates had the long line dynamics, respectively.
The other two behaviour patterns shown when d/c was between 3.0 and 3.4
were the rotating chain at a fixed position (Figure 5.5d) and the figure of
eight (Figure 5.5e). The rotating chain at a fixed position was observed in 10
percent of simulations when d/c was 3.0. If d/c was 3.1 or 3.2, the appear-
ance rate was increased to 20 percent. The proportion of replicates of the
rotating chain at a fixed position was decreased to 10 percent when the d/c
value was increased to 3.3. Further, it decreased to 5 percent when d/c = 3.4
and was not observed anymore. The figure of eight had 5 percent of the pro-
portion of replicates, when d/c value was equal to 3.0 and between 3.3 and
3.4. The figure of eight was observed most frequently when d/c was between
3.1 and 3.2 as 10 percent of the proportion of replicates. When d/c = 3.5,
20 percent of replicates had a single group pattern, the long line dynamics.
The other 80 percent did not form a group, instead particles were scattered
in the simulation space (Figure 5.5f).
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Chapter 6

Discussion

The local attraction model contains only one social force, the attraction to
the center of mass of the neighbouring particles. It could regenerate most
behaviour patterns identified by previous studies that used several local inter-
action rules. Using this model, I verified that the relative strength between
attraction and directional inertia of individuals is a critical factor in deter-
mining the behaviour patterns.

Using the local attraction model, I confirmed the existence of hystere-
sis. Hysteresis in biology means the memory in past events influences the
behaviour in subsequent events. Furthermore, I found that the transition
of behaviour patterns in hysteresis depends on the intensity of speed noise.
With a high strength of speed noise, I observed that the mill pattern lasted
relatively longer in both increasing and decreasing intensity of attraction.
However, it was not observed in previous hysteresis study (Couzin et al. 2002)
in decreasing the range of the social force. The dependence of behaviour pat-
terns in hysteresis with noise parameter implies that more careful study on
hysteresis is necessary, because the relative strength of noise is not uniform
across animal species with collective motion.

One of the most remarkable patterns found in the local attraction model
is the rotating chain with one self-intersection, called the figure of eight. In
some hysteresis simulations, the figure of eight pattern was observed in the
transition phase from the cohesively moving aligned group to the mill when
the attraction of the center of mass of the neighbouring particles was de-
creasing in the condition of higher speed noise. However, the figure of eight
pattern was observed in this situation with low frequency. It is worthwhile
to study how and why this figure of eight pattern is formed more carefully.
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For the simulation in three dimensional space, I tested two local attraction
models with different additional global attractions. The first model includes
a global attraction to the origin. This model can be more realistic in a case
that an animal can be attracted to a specific target. It produced various
behaviour patterns depending on the ratio of the directional inertia d and
the attraction to the center of mass of the neighbouring particles c.

The other three dimensional model is the model with attraction to the
global center of mass. Simulations of this model also produced various be-
haviour patterns according to various d and c with a fixed strength of the
additional global attraction. The figure of eight in three dimension has a
shape similar to the rotating chain at a fixed position also found in the three
dimensional models. The differences of the figure of eight is that it moves
linearly in one direction. The particles in the figure of eight tend to be ag-
gregated more tightly than the rotating chain at a fixed position pattern.
This behaviour characteristic is reminiscent of flying of bird flock in nature.
According to my observation, when birds slow down their speed during flight,
they tend to spread out widely. On the other hand, birds in a flock aggregate
more tightly when they fly faster. Therefore, by the comparison between two
types of the rotating chain, I suggest that a tightened group formation helps
the movement of group into a single direction.

The figure of eight is not a dominant pattern in simulations. It formed
when the proportion of the directional inertia d, to the attraction to the
center of mass of the neighbouring particles c, was between 3.0 and 3.4 in
average less than 10 percent of the proportion of replicates. More frequently
observed patterns in the same parameter conditions were the rotating chain
at a fixed position and the long line dynamics. These two patterns are also
worth to study further, since they might explain collective motion in nature.
In particular, the long line dynamics can explain the movement of animal
flock in a different way from the figure of eight. While the figure of eight
explains group movement to one direction in two dimensional subspace, the
long line dynamics can explain group movement in three dimensional space.
The ways of changing direction of the long line dynamics were diverse. When
a group changes its direction moderately, individuals occupy relatively larger
area. On the other hand, when a group changes its direction quickly, indi-
viduals occupy less area by shortening the length of the line. These various
ways of changing direction and shape of a group may be observed in nature.

However, one can not totally exclude the possibility that the propor-
tion of observed patterns was influenced by the simulation environment. In
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particular, the long line dynamics was observed only 20 percent in the sim-
ulation with the attraction to the global center of mass when the d/c value
was 3.5. The other 80 percent of the simulation replicates did not produce
any group. In addition, the various behaviour patterns were observed at the
same parameter condition when d/c is between 3 and 3.4. A possible reason
of this inconsistency is insufficient running time. If the running time was
much longer, more consistent patterns might have been generated. However,
providing longer running time was not possible because of the computer ca-
pacity and the time-limitation in this study. Following study with higher
computer capacity may be helpful in identifying those unclassified patterns.

The work in this thesis mainly concerns the variability in group pattern
as a function of the main parameters c and d. Other central parameters are
being held fixed δ = 0.5, R = 4 and β = 2.5. However, the behaviour pat-
tern is determined by the relation between d/c, δ and R, not only by the d/c
in two dimension (See equation 3.4). Hence future work includes extending
the analysis to non-fixed δ and R. In addition, as the blind angle affects
behaviour pattern significantly, the investigation of the relation between d/c,
δ, R and β is promising.

In nature, diverse patterns of collective motion are similar to the pat-
terns seen in the simulations presented in this study. Studying this using
mathematical modeling might help to unveil the mystery of collective mo-
tion. Therefore, an effort to make a more realistic mathematical model of
collective motion is likely to be important in understanding some major bi-
ological phenomena.
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Appendix A

Matlab Code

1. Hysteresis in behaviour patterns in 2D model

function M = prob_hysteresis_p(L,N,R,delta,d,c0,cm,AE,SE,ba,ts,wt,num,p)

% Hysteresis in behaviour patterns shown from various center of mass(c)

% L = side length of square

% N = number of particles

% R = interaction radius

% delta = speed per time step

% d = directional inertia

% c0 = initial value of center of mass(c)

% cm = maximum value of center of mass(c)

% AE = weight of angular noise

% SE = weight of speed noise

% ba = blind angle

% ts = increment

% wt = warm-up time

% num = total number of simulation

% p = probability to update using directional rule,

% or (1-p)=continue in previous direction with some error.

b = 0;

t = size([c0:ts:cm],2);

time = t*2+wt;

PF = zeros(num, t);

PB = zeros(num, t);

for mr=1:num

P=zeros(N,3);

for i=1:N

P(i,1)=rand*L;

P(i,2)=rand*L;

P(i,3)=rand*2*pi-pi;

end

check = 0;

c = c0;

al=[];

al_rev = [];

tic

for k=1:time

if k==7500

toc

end

if k>wt

if check == 0

ali=(1/N)*sqrt(sum(cos(P(:,3)))^2+sum(sin(P(:,3)))^2);

al=[al,ali];

c=c+ts;
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elseif check == 1

ali_rev = (1/N)*sqrt(sum(cos(P(:,3)))^2+sum(sin(P(:,3)))^2);

al_rev = [al_rev, ali_rev];

c=c-ts;

end

if k == (t+wt)

check = 1;

c = c-ts;

end

end

PP=zeros(N,3);

for i=1:N

%nh1 calculates (for particle i)

%1. its neighbourhood

%2. the direction from it toward the center of neighbours (CM)

%3. the ’mean’ direction of its neighbours (AL)

err=AE*[randn,randn];

serr = rand*SE;

if rand < p

CMAL=nhBlind2(i,P,R,L,ba);

CM=CMAL(1,:);

AL=CMAL(2,:);

n=CMAL(3,1);

if n==0

Dir=[cos(P(i,3)),sin(P(i,3))]+err;

else

Dir=d*[cos(P(i,3)),sin(P(i,3))]+b*AL+c*CM+err;

end

else

Dir=d*[cos(P(i,3)),sin(P(i,3))]+err;

end

NormDir=Dir/(Dir(1,1)^2+Dir(1,2)^2)^0.5;

PP(i,3)=atan2(NormDir(1,2),NormDir(1,1));

PP(i,1)=mod(P(i,1)+delta*(1+serr)*NormDir(1,1),L);

PP(i,2)=mod(P(i,2)+delta*(1+serr)*NormDir(1,2),L);

end

P = PP;

end

PF(mr,:) = al;

PB(mr,:) = fliplr(al_rev);

x1 = [c0:ts:cm];

x2 = [cm:-ts:c0];

figure(mr)

plot(x1, al,’b.’)

hold on

plot(x2, al_rev,’r.’)

axis([0 cm 0 1]);

hlx=xlabel(’c’);

hly=ylabel(’alignment’);

h = legend(’forward’,’backward’,2);

set(h,’Interpreter’,’none’)

set(hlx,’FontSize’,12);

set(hly,’FontSize’,12);

end

M = {PF, PB};

function CMAL=nhBlind2(i,P,R,L,b)

% 2D neighbour inform calculates (for particle i)

% 1. its neighbourhood (i.e. finds the particles in its neighbourhood.)

% 2. the direction from it toward the center of mass of its neighbourhood (CM)

% 3. the ’mean’ direction of its neighbours (AL)

ba=b/2;

NE=[];

AG=[];

v=[-cos(P(i,3)),-sin(P(i,3))];

for j=1:size(P,1)
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if j~=i

if (P(i,1)-P(j,1))^2+(P(i,2)-P(j,2))^2<R^2

u=[P(j,1)-P(i,1),P(j,2)-P(i,2)];

theta=acos((v(1)*u(1)+v(2)*u(2))/(sqrt(u(1)^2+u(2)^2)));

if abs(theta)>ba

NE=[NE;[j,1]];

AG=[AG;[P(j,1),P(j,2),P(j,3)]];

end

elseif (P(i,1)-(P(j,1)-L))^2+(P(i,2)-P(j,2))^2<R^2

u=[(P(j,1)-L)-P(i,1),P(j,2)-P(i,2)];

theta=acos((v(1)*u(1)+v(2)*u(2))/(sqrt(u(1)^2+u(2)^2)));

if abs(theta)>ba

NE=[NE;[j,2]];

AG=[AG;[P(j,1)-L,P(j,2),P(j,3)]];

end

elseif (P(i,1)-(P(j,1)-L))^2+(P(i,2)-(P(j,2)-L))^2<R^2

u=[(P(j,1)-L)-P(i,1),(P(j,2)-L)-P(i,2)];

theta=acos((v(1)*u(1)+v(2)*u(2))/(sqrt(u(1)^2+u(2)^2)));

if abs(theta)>ba

NE=[NE;[j,3]];

AG=[AG;[P(j,1)-L,P(j,2)-L,P(j,3)]];

end

elseif (P(i,1)-P(j,1))^2+(P(i,2)-(P(j,2)-L))^2<R^2

u=[P(j,1)-P(i,1),(P(j,2)-L)-P(i,2)];

theta=acos((v(1)*u(1)+v(2)*u(2))/(sqrt(u(1)^2+u(2)^2)));

if abs(theta)>ba

NE=[NE;[j,4]];

AG=[AG;[P(j,1),P(j,2)-L,P(j,3)]];

end

elseif (P(i,1)-(P(j,1)+L))^2+(P(i,2)-P(j,2))^2<R^2

u=[(P(j,1)+L)-P(i,1),P(j,2)-P(i,2)];

theta=acos((v(1)*u(1)+v(2)*u(2))/(sqrt(u(1)^2+u(2)^2)));

if abs(theta)>ba

NE=[NE;[j,5]];

AG=[AG;[P(j,1)+L,P(j,2),P(j,3)]];

end

elseif (P(i,1)-(P(j,1)+L))^2+(P(i,2)-(P(j,2)+L))^2<R^2

u=[(P(j,1)+L)-P(i,1),(P(j,2)+L)-P(i,2)];

theta=acos((v(1)*u(1)+v(2)*u(2))/(sqrt(u(1)^2+u(2)^2)));

if abs(theta)>ba

NE=[NE;[j,6]];

AG=[AG;[P(j,1)+L,P(j,2)+L,P(j,3)]];

end

elseif (P(i,1)-P(j,1))^2+(P(i,2)-(P(j,2)+L))^2<R^2

u=[P(j,1)-P(i,1),(P(j,2)+L)-P(i,2)];

theta=acos((v(1)*u(1)+v(2)*u(2))/(sqrt(u(1)^2+u(2)^2)));

if abs(theta)>ba

NE=[NE;[j,7]];

AG=[AG;[P(j,1),P(j,2)+L,P(j,3)]];

end

elseif (P(i,1)-(P(j,1)-L))^2+(P(i,2)-(P(j,2)+L))^2<R^2

u=[(P(j,1)-L)-P(i,1),(P(j,2)+L)-P(i,2)];

theta=acos((v(1)*u(1)+v(2)*u(2))/(sqrt(u(1)^2+u(2)^2)));

if abs(theta)>ba

NE=[NE;[j,8]];

AG=[AG;[P(j,1)-L,P(j,2)+L,P(j,3)]];

end

elseif (P(i,1)-(P(j,1)+L))^2+(P(i,2)-(P(j,2)-L))^2<R^2

u=[(P(j,1)+L)-P(i,1),(P(j,2)-L)-P(i,2)];

theta=acos((v(1)*u(1)+v(2)*u(2))/(sqrt(u(1)^2+u(2)^2)));

if abs(theta)>ba

NE=[NE;[j,9]];

AG=[AG;[P(j,1)+L,P(j,2)-L,P(j,3)]];

end

else

NE=NE;

end

end

end

if size(AG,1)>0

K=atan2(sum(sin(AG(:,3))),sum(cos(AG(:,3))));

AL=[cos(K),sin(K)];

CMx=mean(AG(:,1));

CMy=mean(AG(:,2));

if CMx==P(i,1) && CMy==P(i,2)

CMAL=[0,0;0,0;0,0];

else

CM=[CMx-P(i,1),CMy-P(i,2)];

CM=(1/((CM(1,1)^2+CM(1,2)^2)^(1/2)))*CM;
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CMAL=[CM;AL;size(AG,1),0];

end

else

CMAL=[0,0;0,0;0,0];

end

function M = prob_hysteresis_plot(L,N,R,delta,d,c0,cm,AE,SE,ba,ts,wt,num,p)

% Plot alignments of hysteresis simulations by imagesc picture

% L = side length of square

% N = number of particles

% R = interaction radius

% delta = speed per time step

% d0 = initial value of d

% dm = maximum value of d

% AE = angular noise

% SE = speed noise

% ba = blind angle

% ts = increment

% wt = warm-up time

% num = total number of simulation

% p = probability to update using directional rule, or

% (1-p)=continue in previous direction with some error

ti = size([c0:0.1:cm], 2);

AF = zeros(num, size(ti,2));

AB = zeros(num, size(ti,2));

x = 0:0.025:1;

MF = zeros(ti, size(x,2));

MB = zeros(ti, size(x,2));

MP = prob_hysteresis_p(L,N,R,delta,d,c0,cm,AE,SE,ba, ts, wt, num, p)

PF = MP{1};

PB = MP{2};

ps = size(PF,2);

ms = int16(ps/ti);

for in = 1:num

APF = [];

APB = [];

im = 1;

for ip = 1:ps

mpf = PF(in,ip);

mpb = PB(in,ip);

APF = [APF,mpf];

APB = [APB,mpb];

if mod(ip, ms) == 0

AF(in,im) = mean(APF);

AB(in,im) = mean(APB);

im = im+1;

APF = [];

APB = [];

elseif ip == ps

AF(in,im) = mean(APF);

AB(in,im) = mean(APB);

end

end

end

AF = AF’;

AB = AB’;

for hi = 1:ti

MF(hi,:)=hist(AF(hi,:),x)/num;

MB(hi,:)=hist(AB(hi,:),x)/num;

end

% Plot imagesc picture

figure(1000)

imagesc(flipud(MF’));

colorbar

title(’Forward alignment’)

figure(1001)

imagesc(flipud(MB’));

colorbar

title(’Backward alignment’)
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2. Three dimensional local attraction model with the global at-
traction to the origin

function M = sppABCBAgal3DCO(L,N,R,delta,t,a,d,c,E,eta,o,ba,p)

% 3D model with additional attraction to the origin

% L = side length of square

% N = number of particles

% R = interaction radius

% delta = speed per time step

% t = number of time steps.

% a = relative tendency to align

% d = relative tendency to proceed in previous direction

% c = relative tendency to go to center of mass

% E = weight of angular noise

% eta = weight of speed noise

% o = weight of attraction to the origin

% ba = blind angle

% p = probability to update using directional rule, or

% (1-p)=continue in previous direction with some error.

P=zeros(N,6);

for i=1:N

P(i,1)=rand*L;

P(i,2)=rand*L;

P(i,3)=rand*L;

P4=0.5-rand; P5=0.5-rand; P6=0.5-rand;

Pdir=(1/sqrt(P4^2+P5^2+P6^2))*[P4 P5 P6];

P(i,4)=Pdir(1,1);

P(i,5)=Pdir(1,2);

P(i,6)=Pdir(1,3);

end

count = 0;

wt = 2000;

tic

for k=1:t

if k > wt

count = k-wt;

plot3(P(:,1),P(:,2),P(:,3),’k.’,’markersize’,10);

hold on

for r=1:N

plot3([P(r,1),P(r,1)+0.2*P(r,4)],[P(r,2),P(r,2)+0.2*P(r,5)],[P(r,3),P(r,3)+0.2*P(r,6)],’r-’);

end

hold off

minim=-10; maxim=10;

grid on

axis([minim maxim minim maxim minim maxim]);

axis manual

M(count)=getframe;

end

PP=zeros(N,6);

for i=1:N

%nh1 calculates (for particle i)

%1. its neighbourhood

%2. the direction from it toward the center of neighbours (CM)

%3. the ’mean’ direction of its neighbours (AL)

CMAL=nhBlind3D(i,P,R,L,ba);

err=E*[randn,randn,randn];

CM=CMAL(1,:);

AL=CMAL(2,:);

n=CMAL(3,1);

if rand<p

%Calculate new direction

if n==0

if d==0 && E==0

Dir=[P(i,4),P(i,5),P(i,6)];

else

Dir=d*[P(i,4),P(i,5),P(i,6)]+err+o*[-P(i,1),-P(i,2),-P(i,3)];

end

else

Dir=a*AL+d*[P(i,4),P(i,5),P(i,6)]+c*CM+err+o*[-P(i,1),-P(i,2),-P(i,3)];
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end

else

if d==0 && E==0

Dir=[P(i,4),P(i,5),P(i,6)];

else

Dir=d*[P(i,4),P(i,5),P(i,6)]+err;

end

end

NormDir=(1/sqrt(Dir(1,1)^2+Dir(1,2)^2+Dir(1,3)^2))*Dir;

%New directional

PP(i,4)=NormDir(1,1);

PP(i,5)=NormDir(1,2);

PP(i,6)=NormDir(1,3);

%Update position

PP(i,1)=P(i,1)+delta*(1+eta*rand)*NormDir(1,1);

PP(i,2)=P(i,2)+delta*(1+eta*rand)*NormDir(1,2);

PP(i,3)=P(i,3)+delta*(1+eta*rand)*NormDir(1,3);

end

P=PP;

end

end

function CMAL=nhBlind3D(i,P,R,L,b)

% 3D neighbour inform calculates (for particle i)

% 1. its neighbourhood (i.e. finds the particles in its neighbourhood.)

% 2. the direction from it toward the center of mass of its neighbourhood (CM)

% 3. the ’mean’ direction of its neighbours (AL)

ba=b/2;

NE=[];

AG=[];

v=[-P(i,4),-P(i,5),-P(i,6)];

for j=1:size(P,1)

if j~=i

if (P(i,1)-P(j,1))^2+(P(i,2)-P(j,2))^2+(P(i,3)-P(j,3))^2<R^2

u=[P(j,1)-P(i,1),P(j,2)-P(i,2),P(j,3)-P(i,3)];

theta=acos((v(1)*u(1)+v(2)*u(2)+v(3)*u(3))/(sqrt(u(1)^2+u(2)^2+u(3)^2)));

if abs(theta)>ba

NE=[NE;[j,1]];

AG=[AG;[P(j,1),P(j,2),P(j,3),P(j,4),P(j,5),P(j,6)]];

end

end

end

end

if size(AG,1)>0

AL=(1/(size(AG,1)))*[sum(AG(:,4)),sum(AG(:,5)),sum(AG(:,6))];

CMx=mean(AG(:,1));

CMy=mean(AG(:,2));

CMz=mean(AG(:,3));

CM=[CMx-P(i,1),CMy-P(i,2),CMz-P(i,3)];

CM=(1/(sqrt(CM(1,1)^2+CM(1,2)^2+CM(1,3)^2)))*CM;

CMAL=[CM;AL;size(AG,1),0,0];

else

CMAL=[0,0,0;0,0,0;0,0,0];

end

3. Three dimensional local attraction model with the attraction
to the global center of mass

function M = sppABCBAgal3DCA(L,N,R,delta,t,a,d,c,E,eta,m,ba,p)

% 3D model with additional attraction to the center of all particles

% L = side length of square

% N = number of particles
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% R = interaction radius

% delta = speed per time step

% t = number of time steps

% a = relative tendency to align

% d = relative tendency to proceed in previous direction

% c = relative tendency to go to center of mass

% E = weight of angular noise

% eta = weight of speed noise

% m = weight of attraction to the center of all particels

% ba = blind angle

% p = probability to update using directional rule, or

% (1-p)=continue in previous direction with some error

P=zeros(N,6);

for i=1:N

P(i,1)=rand*L;

P(i,2)=rand*L;

P(i,3)=rand*L;

P4=0.5-rand; P5=0.5-rand; P6=0.5-rand;

Pdir=(1/sqrt(P4^2+P5^2+P6^2))*[P4 P5 P6];

P(i,4)=Pdir(1,1);

P(i,5)=Pdir(1,2);

P(i,6)=Pdir(1,3);

end

count = 0;

wt = 2000;

tic

for k=1:t

ACPx=round(mean(P(:,1)));

ACPy=round(mean(P(:,2)));

ACPz=round(mean(P(:,3)));

if mod(k,1000) == 0

toc

end

if k > wt

count = k - wt;

plot3(P(:,1),P(:,2),P(:,3),’k.’,’markersize’,10);

hold on

for r=1:N

plot3([P(r,1),P(r,1)+0.2*P(r,4)],[P(r,2),P(r,2)+0.2*P(r,5)],[P(r,3),P(r,3)+0.2*P(r,6)],’r-’);

end

hold off

minx = ACPx - 10;

maxx = ACPx + 10;

miny = ACPy - 10;

maxy = ACPy + 10;

minz = ACPz - 10;

maxz = ACPz + 10;

grid on

axis([minx maxx miny maxy minz maxz]);

axis manual

M(count)=getframe;

end

PP=zeros(N,6);

for i=1:N

%nh1 calculates (for particle i)

%1. its neighbourhood

%2. the direction from it toward the center of neighbours (CM)

%3. the ’mean’ direction of its neighbours (AL)

CMAL=nhBlind3D(i,P,R,L,ba);

err=E*[randn,randn,randn];

CM=CMAL(1,:);

AL=CMAL(2,:);

n=CMAL(3,1);

CPM=[ACPx-P(i,1),ACPy-P(i,2),ACPz-P(i,3)];

CPM=(1/(sqrt(CPM(1,1)^2+CPM(1,2)^2+CPM(1,3)^2)))*CPM;

if rand<p

%Calculate new direction

if n==0

if d==0 && E==0

Dir=[P(i,4),P(i,5),P(i,6)];

else

Dir=d*[P(i,4),P(i,5),P(i,6)]+err+m*CPM;

end
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else

Dir=a*AL+d*[P(i,4),P(i,5),P(i,6)]+c*CM+err+m*CPM;

end

else

if d==0 && E==0

Dir=[P(i,4),P(i,5),P(i,6)];

else

Dir=d*[P(i,4),P(i,5),P(i,6)]+err;

end

end

NormDir=(1/sqrt(Dir(1,1)^2+Dir(1,2)^2+Dir(1,3)^2))*Dir;

%New directional

PP(i,4)=NormDir(1,1);

PP(i,5)=NormDir(1,2);

PP(i,6)=NormDir(1,3);

%Update position

PP(i,1)=P(i,1)+delta*(1+eta*rand)*NormDir(1,1);

PP(i,2)=P(i,2)+delta*(1+eta*rand)*NormDir(1,2);

PP(i,3)=P(i,3)+delta*(1+eta*rand)*NormDir(1,3);

end

P=PP;

end

end
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